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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Discover how to make your
business data more interactive and engaging with SAP Lumira About This Book * Create a powerful
data discovery experience with the advanced capabilities of SAP Lumira * Find business insights in
your data through data blending, wrangling, transformation, and visualization * A fast-paced guide
packed with hands-on practical examples, real-world solutions, and best practices to get you
started with SAP Lumira Who This Book Is For If you are a SAP user, business analyst, BI developer,
or a junior data engineer who wants to use SAP Lumira to build creative visualizations, this book is
for you. You should have a reasonable level of knowledge of SAP Business Objects and its
components. What You Will Learn * Deploy SAP Lumira on your computer and learn more about the
SAP Lumira interface * Extract data from different sources using SAP Lumira s data connecters *
Prepare, filter, clean, and format your data * Discover visualization techniques and data discovery
methods * Administrate and customize SAP Lumira to get basic knowledge of its SDK...
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ReviewsReviews

Great electronic book and useful one. It can be writter in straightforward terms rather than di icult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ia n Ha r ber-- K ia n Ha r ber

These sorts of publication is the greatest ebook accessible. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance when you total reading this ebook.
-- Tr eva  Rober ts-- Tr eva  Rober ts
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